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The Quinta at Apperley Bridge,
possibly with members of the
Rimmer family.

AGM at the Free Gardeners WMC, Parker St., Rishton
ion 1-30pm Saturday 8 th November
locat
New
The Society’s AGM will be held at the Free
Gardeners Working Men’s Club, Parker St.,
Rishton. Parker Street is parallel to the canal on the
Clayton-le-Moors side of the Blackburn Road canal
bridge. By car, leave the M65 at junction 7 in the Clitheroe
direction. At the traffic lights turn left and after half a mile
Parker Street is on the right after the Pelican Crossing.
There will not be a morning walk, but members can meet
beforehand in the club which opens at midday.
As usual, members of the committee will be seeking
re-election. Please note that we are looking for
new members for the committee, particularly for
a SECRETARY. The duties are not heavy. If there are
nominations, those being nominated must agree, and
all nominations should be sent to the Society’s Acting
Secretary at least seven days prior to the AGM. If you have
any proposals or items for the agenda, these should also be
sent to the Acting Secretary seven days before the meeting.
(address on back page) Please come along and support the

society, particularly if you have any suggestions for events
or other activities which you think should be organised.
The meeting will start at 1-30 pm, and there will be the
usual refreshments plus access to the bar.
Membership Renewal 2003/4
The AGM marks the time for membership
renewals. Please send these to the Membership Secretary
whose address is on the back page. The rates still remain
the same at £5 for individuals and £9 for families, with
these rates halved for the unwaged.
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Events and Happenings
Canal Clean-up, Church, 5 April
A number of members turned up to help with the cleanup, and they worked together with local IWA members and
local people involved with the Church Prospects Group.
Work concentrated on the area around the swing bridge
at Church, with a quarter mile section of the canal bank
eastwards from the recently opened picnic site receiving
most attention.
BW User Group Meeting, 29th April
Angling was a major item, with a presentation about
the way in which it is controlled on canals maintained by
British Waterways. Boat licensing and sanitary stations
were also discussed, as was progress with improvements to
the towpath in the Leeds area for cyclists and the provision
of bells for cyclists. The stoppage programme for this year
was set out, together with future schemes.
The East Lancs Canal Corridor Study draft has now gone
out for consultation, and this should be ready soon. The
warehouse at Nelson - now called Yarnspinners Wharf (and
this does seem to be one!) - has been let to the local health
authority for use as a health centre, though Finsley Gate, in
Burnley, is still vacant despite considerable interest. Other
areas where developments are possible are Barnoldswick,
Foulridge and Nelson
Guided Walk, Skipton-Kildwick, 8th June
Lead by Margaret & Geoff Rothwell, who report: We had
a good turnout - seven in all, plus Margaret and Myself!
The weather was kind; fine and sunny. We've walked this
stretch of canal many times, but our historical knowledge
is, to say the least, very limited. As we continued on our way
everybody contributed information about our surroundings:
historical, wildlife, leisure pursuits on the canal (on of the
group had walked the full length of the canal for charity).
After we passed Snaygill Marina we noticed that work
had been done on the field edges opposite. Corrugated
shuttering had been used to reinforce the erosion which
had taken place. We had often commented in the past about
the danger to animals that came down to drink; sometimes
they were up to their knees in mud. Now a small, safe area
of water has been created for animal access. (Ed: such
drinking places are a feature of the canal, and land owners
were allowed to make them under the canal's Acts)
It was decided to lunch at Bradley picnic area, sharing
our ‘sarnies’ with the many ducks that reside there, and to
watch the new hydraulic/electric swing bridge in operation.
Large clouds had been loomong for a while and so we
agreed to terminate our walk here rather than Kildwick.
Most of us set off back to Skipton in the rain, which became
heavier. We were lucku to have enjoyed the walk to Bradley
in sunshine. Thanks to all who joined us. Our walks are an
th
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opportunity to learn more about the canal in the company
of other like-minded people. For those who would like
a walk in the Kildwick area, there is one on Sunday 12th
October, meet at 11 at Kildwick Warehouse.
Heritage Weekend, 3rd & 4th May
The Heritage Weekend was at Burscough. Although a
relatively low-key event this year - there were only two
historic L&LC boats - it was quite successful, with a number
of old photographs coming to light, several of which are
included in this edition. There was only one towpath walk
- on Sunday. A group of about fifteen people walked to
New Lane, returning via the St Andrew's Mission, which
was, fortuitously, open. The Mission is the last boatmen's
mission still being used for worship, and it celebrates
one hundred years under the Mersey Mission to Seamen
in 2005. Our apologies to anyone who hoped to join one
on Saturday.
To give boat owners a break, we are considering not
having an event next year, but having a much higher profile
event in 2005 to coincide with the Mission’s anniversary.
Hopefully we may have more information for members to
discuss at the AGM. For next year we could have a stand
at one of the local canal rallies, perhaps at Skipton, as a
way of promoting the society.
Membership Leaflet
The membership leaflets for the Society have been
revamped and membership is increasing. We now have
139 members. We are always looking for suitable locations
for advertising the Society to encourage new members.
If members require copies of the leaflet for distribution,
could they contact a committee member.
L&LC Boat Decoration
I have created a PDF file (Adobe Acrobat) which has
details of boat painting and other traditions on the Leeds
& Liverpool. It can be downloaded from my web pages:
http://www.mike.clarke.zen.co.uk/home.htm
It has been developed from the black & white leaflet
with some of you may have seen, but has been enhance with
some colour photos. Please pass on details, particularly to
schools, as the canal’s style of decoration is now beginning
to be appreciated. However, information remains scare,
and this file is one of the few sources easily available. If we
can educated children at school into such local traditions,
they are less likely to die out or to be forgotten.
Slide presentation
A selection of about 50 slides with notes which allow
members to give a talk about the history of the Leeds &
Liverpool Canal and the activities of the Society have now
been copied. We hope that members can make use of
them to give talks to local groups and to encourage others

A Wide Boat Owners Club
Following John Freears letter in the last edition, we
have received the following which I recommend to all
those owning wide boats:
The Downs, Hertford, SG13 7SA; Tel 07956-299966
Email dba@enable.telinco.com
2003 January 28
Mr M. Clarke, Clogs and Gansey Editor,
Sir,
I am pleased to tell you that the club you suggested
in Issue 11 already exists. It is this association. Our
membership is open to anyone interested in any type of
inland craft wider than a narrow boat.
The Barge Association is growing fast and has about
1,000 members now, some (but not enough) based
in Lancashire and Yorkshire, and some owning keels
(including one recently restored to sail). But sad to say I
am aware of none owning a short (or long) boat so far.
Our recent lobbying has included complaints that the
Rochdale Canal has been
reopened with a channel suitable only for narrow craft,
and that the Ribble arm has been built too shallow for most
broad ones. We are also encouraging the construction of
a broad beam lift to bypass Watford locks, so that when
the Foxton plane is reinstated there will be a north-south
broad route at last. We support removing the pinch point
you mentioned near Ellesmere Port.
Anyone interested in joining can view www.barges.org,
or contact me directly.
Adrian Stott.
And Finally
Thanks to all those who sent their best wishes following
my car accident in May. I suffered a triple fracture of the
pelvis, but have now recovered almost completely and am
back at work. Thanks also to the members of the committee
who had to step in and take my place at events in June
and July. As a word of caution, when driving watch out for
lorries with poor rear vision and inadequate mirrors!

to join the Society. A second set of slides featuring a trip
along the canal today has been put together by committee
member David Shuttleworth. There seems to be a large
market for slide shows, and they could be a useful way of
extending our membership.
Williamson Tunnels, Liverpool
We have the opportunity to visit two of these tunnels
which are normally closed to the public. They will be open
for members of the Friends of Williamson’s Tunnels on
Saturdays and Sundays in November, and our society has
been offered some places. If you are interested, contact
Mike Hustler on 01282 816476.
Bank Newton Wild Flower Reserve
The Society has helped lock-keeper Steve Rawson
who writes: Thank you very much for your generosity
in providing £100 to secure a £1000 grant for the Bank
Newton Conservation Project. The major part of this grant
paid for electric sheep netting and a solar powered ‘fencer
unit’ which has already been put to use, allowing sheep to
graze a large amount of coarse grasses. This means less
grass to cut and should give a variety of slower growing
wild flowers a chance to thrive…I've put the project in
for BW’s Natural Environment section of the annual lock,
etc competition, and should we win, I’ll make sure L&LCS
get thanks and recognition!
Thistle Picking at Bank Newton
In July, at the request of the lock-keeper at Bank
Newton, Steve Rawson, a few of us were co-opted to pull
thistles in the new wild flower reserve. Due to holidays and
general unfitness for duty, we were a small group of four.
Nevertheless we spent a happy morning wading through
long grass, braving frogs, nettles and midges, seeking out
and removing the offensive prickly plants. Some areas were
left untouched; Steve pointed out that all plants have value,
and flowering thistles attract butterflies and caterpillars. By
lunchtime we had gathered a respectable hillock of greens
which was to be left overnight to allow any insect or other
livestock to leave before removal from the reserve. We
four then repaired to the Masons’ Arms for a well-earned
drink and lunch. If you are ever between Plantation Lock
Bridge and Carpenters’ Yard Bridge, walk up the bank
opposite the towpath; the view is spectacular, a wonderful
place for a picnic.

The Wild Flower Meadow alongside Bank Newton
Locks where we are supporting lock-keeper, Steve
Rawson’s work. It’s a pleasant place for a visit and
has wonderful views across Airedale.
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Maggie Cheetham, a boatwoman from Burscough.

Capella, with Richard Rimmer leaning on a
balance beam, passing through one of the locks at
Gargrave.

Above and left are some of the photos which Mrs
Forshaw brought to the Burscough Heritage Weekend. The
picture on the front page is also from her collection.

The Boatmen's Mission at the Liverpool terminus
with Richard Rimmer on the LHS. Today the lower
part of the doorway and window can still be seen
on Pall Mall.

Several workers on the Leeds & Liverpol Canal have
been recognised for their work, both on the canal
and elsewhere. Tommy Abram received his BEM
around 1960.
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This photo of the warehouse at Leigh was taken on
the recent Society towpath walk from Leigh to Dover.
Several members took part on a bright sunny day,
looking in particular at the effects of coal mining
subsidence on this length. In the 1960s and ’70s,
the land around Plank Lane sank by at least fifteen
feet; a similar amount had been experienced around
1900 when there was a major breach and the flashes
below Poolstock were formed. Some interesting old
photos are amongst the Vint, Hill, Killick papers (the
Canal Co Solicitors) in Bradford Record Office.

MANURE
When canals were built, their Act usually included an
exemption from toll for manure carried to estates whose
lands had been used for construction of the canal. Initially
manure comprised horse manure from the streets of local
towns and night soil from houses not connected to a sewer.
Over the years, the quality of such manure declined as it
became mixed with refuse, the latter not being subject to
a toll exemption. The canal company decided to tighten
up on such toll exemptions in the early 1920s, and the
following are part of the correspondance on the subject
with Liverpool Corporation in L&LC correspondance file
1891 held by British Waterways.

within the description of “Dung, Soil Marl, Ashes of Coal
and Turf” conveyed on the canal for the improvement of
such lands, free of toll, provided they do not pass through
a lock, except when water is flowing over the gauge paddle
or nitch of such lock.
Materials not falling within the above description, and
in particular, Soap-Ashes, Salt, Scrow, Foul Salt and Grey
Salt, Pigeons Dung, Rape or Cole Seed, Dust or Tanners
Bark, to be used for manuring free lands are liable to
pay the tolls for the time being in force not exceeding the
maxima described by the Company’s special acts or their
Rates, Tolls and Charges order.
An analysis was made in August and September last,
and the bcontents of 13 boats containing materials which
were being despatched from your wharf to free lands and in
respect of which exemption from toll had been claimed.
These analysis, of which detailed particulars can be
furnished, showed that 9 of the cargoes in question consisted
of from 10% to 25% only of materials coming within the
description of “Dung, Soil, Marl, Ashes of Coal and Turf”,
the remainder comprising miscelaneous refuse, such as
cigarette cartons, paper, cans, boxes, dust, iron bands,
melons, lemons, orange peel, banana stalks and leaves and
other vegitable garbage, brickbats, bones, broken glass and
earthenware, wood, straw and paper shavings, abbatoir fish
and poultry offal and other rubish.
The remaining 4 boats contained no materials coming
within the description of the articles expressed to be exempt
from toll.
My company require in future that the materials despatched
from your wharves must be sorted out, so that cargoes
claiming exemption are strictly limited to materials entitled
to exemption or failing that the Company will not allow the
boats to proceed until the proper toll is first paid.
If it is found impracticable to so sparate the materials
my Company would not be indisposed, without prejudice to
their right to determine the concession at any time to come
to an arrangement with you that the following proportions
of toll on full cargoes shall be paid, namely:
In respect of No.1 grade refuse manure 50% of the full toll
In respect of No.2 grade refuse manure 70% of the full toll
In respect of No.3 grade refuse manure 80% of the full toll

L&LCC and Liverpool Corporation: City Refuse

The Liverpool Corporation Health Department dispose of
large consignments of city refuse to farmers whose lands are
exempt from tolls. The approximate weight of these consignments
is 25,000 tons per annum.
The refuse is flatted from the Charters Street and Chisenhale
Street Depots. The terms of purchase include freight and delivery
on to consignees wharf. It is not consigned as city refuse but as
refuse manure, or manure mixture.
Refuse manure is principally used for top dressing for cabbage
etc. It is of little value today, quotations are approximately £8
per boat load of 47 tons. Mixture manure is used for ordinary
manurial purposes, and today’s quotations are approximately
£25 per boat load of 47 tons.
Refuse manure and manure mixture are composed of
multifarious commodities. I submit the following examples:
August 23 1922
Boat 268: 44 tons refuse manure: consignee: Thomas
Shacklady, Culshaw Wharf, Halsall.
Fruit scum, cigarette cartons, paper, dust, straw, brickbats,
vegetable garbage, rags, banana stalks, melons, broken
earthenware, tin cans, straw envelopes: 80%
Horse droppings, cinders: 20%
September 4 1922
Boat 22: 48 tons mixture manure: consignee: E Cropper,
Halsall Hall Farm, Halsall.
Stable manure, abbatoir manure: 25%
Abbatoir offal: 75%
Commercial Bank Buildings, Bradford
28 December 1923

yours faithfully,
Frank H Hill

Dear Sir,

J A Brodie Esq
City Engineer
Liverpool

I have been asked to communicate with you as to the
Company’s requirements in regard to materials conveyed
from your refuse wharves in Liverpool for use on certain lands
adjoining the canal commonly known as “free lands”.
The owners of occupiers of free lands are entitled under
the Company’s special acts to have certain materials falling
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This photo shows a boat trip just about to start from
the bottom of Blackburn locks. This was the standard
point of departure for Blackburn boat trips, and there
are several similar pictures in the local newspapers
for the ealy twentieth century. The date here is
around 1925 as the boats belong to Lancashire

Canal Transport, the Blackburn-based general cargo
carrier operating from 1921 to 1930. The railway
wagons in the background are also in post-grouping
(1923) livery. The occasion was the annual trip for
the operatives at Parkside Mill, Blackburn.

MEMORIES OF CANAL BOAT TRIPS AROUND 1935
Isabelle Yates
Harold Thompson, a boatman whose family may also from home. There was a grease-proof paper containing
have owned boats, was about 40 years of age and had an home-made barm cakes, a metal kit, with lid, containing
eight year old son, Kenneth. The Thompson’s lived in a one and a half pints of milk, another flat bag of bacon
house adjacent to the canal in Highfield Road, Blackburn. and eggs, and a pint pot filled with best butter. We sailed
Harold’s mother was landlady of the ‘Who Would ‘O Thowt as far as Wheelton - I have since discovered! Somewhere
It’ pub on the corner of Park Road and York Street in along the way he found time to cook the food and let us
Grimshaw Park,, another boatman, Norman ‘Pea’ Nixon, eat it down below. The egg and bacon meal has never, in
lived next door and we lived opposite at No.6. The pub’s 70 years, been surpassed.
name may have come from a director of Duttons Brewery.
On arriving at Wheelton, Kenneth and myself played
Looking for new sites, he called at a clogger’s shop in Park for quite a while on the grassy areas. I’ve never found out
Road. The clogger was somewhat disgruntledbecause he why this trip was made and never looked under the red
sold under-the-counter ale, to which the director replied, tarpauline to see what was being carried. My eldest sister
“Who would ‘o thowt it!”
spoke of Thompsons running summer trips to Wheelton on
Mr. Thompson allowed myself, aged 8, and Kenneth to occasions. The boat was scrubbed out and was spotless.
go on the canal boat many times during fine weather on
Ed.: Boat trips from below Blackburn locks to
Saturday mornings. The boat was moored in the pound at Wheelton were a regular summer excursion for churches
the Infirmary just below the locks - descending the locks and clubs in the town. Coal boats were often used,
was terrifying to me. The boat was always sheeted in red perhaps because the owners lived in the town so that
tarpaulin in the shape of an inverted V. A vivid memory it was easy to make arrangements, and also because
was attaching the nose bag to the horse which was stabled the coal traffic declined in the summer months so boat
behind a pub on Bolton Road, possibly the ‘Horse Load’. owners were looking for additional work. Wheelton
Other memories were the varnished cabin, black stove was the destination as there was a brewery at Whittle
burning coal, etc. Below was an old small stool with a Springs as well as gardens with a small playground for
sea-grass seat. In a varnished cupboard was kept tea and children. Coal boats made the trip from the top of Wigan
sugar in tins, as well as a tin of tobacco.
locks as well: as late as the mid-1940s the ‘Holiday at
One of the first things that Mr. Thompson did on Home’ scheme certainly arranged such an excursion
arriving was to unpack a carpet bag he always brought from Wigan.
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The following newspaper repoorts have been
transcribed by member Alan Holden and show a

side of the canal not usually discussed. Bodies in the
canal seemed to have been a regular problem.

Accrinton Observer & times, 28 Jan 1956
Barge Sailed to Waiting Ambulance
When bargee Mr Thomas Lamb collapsed on Tuesday,
he was partly taken to hospital in his own barge. Mr Lamb
of Dock Street, Blackburn, collapsed on his barge sailing
the Leeds & Liverpool Canal at Oswaldtwistle. At the point
where the hastily summoned Accrington ambulance men
arrived, it was found difficult to get the bargee into the
ambulance. So, watched by the waiting ambulance, the
barge sailed to the next bridge and Mr Lamb taken off
there and rushed to Accrington Victoria Hospital. He went
home after treatment.
Alan adds: Thomas (Tommy) Lamb was a bankman
working the Burnley length on maintenance. He was a good
pal of Bill Aspinall who also lived in Dock Street and drank
in the Globe pub at the top of Eanam. Bill Aspinall was Roy
Aspinall’s father, who I can remember having the motor boat
Bobbie of Crook & Thompson, Blackburn, the only one
with a Lister JP2 in it that worked the Burnley length.
Accrington Observer, 14 Feb 1961
Canal Bargee Rebuked by Coroner
A canal bargeman employed by Messrs Hargreaves coal
merchants, Blackburn, was rebuked by the East Lancashire
Coroner at an inquest at Accrington on a body recovered
from the Leeds & Liverpool Canal at Oswaldtwistle. The
bargee, Mr William Coates, of Alma Street, Blackburn, told
the Coroner that he was travelling along the canal on a coal
barge from Accrington to Whitebirk Power Station.
When near to the bridge known as Blythes, where
the water is shallow, the barge became entangled with
something. He had no idea what it was, but after the barge
reversed it became free and they continued on their way
to Whitebirk. When he got to the landing stage he went
for a cup of tea.
On examining the barge, pieces of clothing were found
round the shaft and there was a bone from a corset. When
somebody asked him what the clothing was, he replied

jokingly ‘There might be a body in the canal’.
Addressing the witness, the Coroner said ‘You were
involved with this body two days after it had disappeared
and you found clothing entangled in the propellor on
your barge. That should have made you wonder where
the clothing had come from. It was your duty to report
it to the police, but you failed to do so. As a result, there
was a considerable waste of public and police time and an
expensive search undertaken in poor weather conditions.
I trust you will find it unnecessary to receive any such
further rebuke in the future.
Witness: I am sorry about that, but if we report
everything we pulled out, we would be reporting to the
police every day. I pulled a coat out this morning.
PC Bamber said that after making a search of
Oswaldtwistle that day, he received information that some
mutilated material had been found in the canal and found
mutilated material at the rear of a brick pillar which had
been placed by the previous witness.
The officer told the coroner it was usual practice for
bargemen to secrete or bury such finds so that they did
not go back in the canal!
PC Algar said on receiving information of a body having
been seen in the canal, he made a search and saw a floating
object. With other police officers he got the object to the
side and recovered it from the water.
It was a naked body. It was taken to the mortuary where
it was subsequently identified. The body had extensive cuts
to various parts consistent with having been entangled with
a barge. The right arm was badly ulcerated and bandaged.
The head was severed and the left arm missing.
Alan adds: William (Bill) Coates, always known as
‘Scottie’, was at the time working the motor boat James
with his brother Albert. Originally from Wigan, they had
started boating lock filling on Wigan Locks, and after a
time in Canal Transport Ltd. They had joined Crook &
Thompson when Jumbo and James were built.
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The Pleasure Gardens at Whittle Springs
photographed around 1900. These
were the destination of many of the
boat trips from Blackburn and Wigan.

THE CANAL AS A LINE OF DEFENCE

feet high. These reduced the road width by about 50%.
Bewteen each pair of blocks, holes were excavated and
sections of steel joists (old tram lines I seem to remember
being told) were on hand. When placed in the holes the
road was completely blocked for vehicles. When the bridge
was repaired in 1987, excavations exposed the foundations
of these road blocks which had been left when the upper
parts were removed many years ago.
The Barbed Wire
These wire entaglements stretched along one side of
the canal. The side aried to allow for buildings, etc., and in
this area for the manure wharfs. Manure was transported
on the canal throughout the war time years, ending about
1948. The wire was in coils about four feet diameter and
was stretched out in concertina fashion. Two rolls were
placed side by side. Another roll was placed on the top,
giving a totalheight of about seven feet.
At a point opposite milepost 14, the wire entanglement
changed to the towpath side. Here an additional defensive
line was placed at right angles to the canal, stretching
some 150 yards to Southport Road. This was a low barrier
of wire criss-crossed between wooden posts about 4 or
5 yards wide. This proved to be a great inconvenience to
farm operations as it bisected the field. The farm workers
soon made a path through it at the canal end to provide a
short cut to their work.
These defensive works were placed in the fields
in a very quick operation without any notification or
consulation with the farmers. They received a very small
sum for rental for a year or two. As the war progressed,
permission was sought to remove these obstacles, but no
Government department could be found who claimed any
knowledge of these works and they were removed by farm
staff about 1944. The canalside barbed wire remained
until after the war ended, by which time it was very rusty
and overgrown.
The Pill Box
In common with other bridges in the locality, the one
in Pilling Lane was defended by a pill box. This was a
very substantially constructed brick building about 15
feet square. It was built at the gable endn of a cottage in
Southport Road, with firing points covering the bridge.
To help the pill box blend in with the cottage, sandstone
was placed on the flat roof. It remained until 1971 when
it was demolished, with some difficulty, when the field was
developed for housing.
The Imitation Pill Box
This is a puzzle. Its purpose could only be to show spy
aircraft that there was evidence of fortifications in the area.
It was constructed of cardboard and compressed straw
in a prominent and obvious position. It was surrounded

Ron Rigby
Evidence of our canal as a fortified line of defence
from World War II is not hard to find. Throughout West
Lancashire, from Aintree to Parbold and beyond, many
war time structures remain. This article refers to my home
area in Lydiate. My memories are supported by perhaps
the best reminders possible, as a child this is where I
used to play.
As far as I am aware, no documentation of the overplan
of this defence line has ever been published. Perhaps
somewhere in the depths of the Public Record Office at Kew
some evidence of the plan remains. The next paragraph is
my own supposition and it is open to argument.
After Dunkirk, in May 1940, Britain was clearly in a
vulnerable position. It seemed that invasion by the Germans
was likely, if not inevitable. The favoured site would have
been the Kent or Sussex coast. After establishing a secured
beach-head, secondary invasions could have been in West
Lancashire on the benign coast between Liverpool and
Southport. A third invasion on the Yorkshire coast would
have provided two armies to advance and in meeting
bisect the country. Would not then Britain’s capitulation
have been hard to avoid? The proximity of the Aire/Calder
Gap would have aided this. Crossing the Pennines at an
altitude of about 500 feet has been used by the Romans,
the Vikings, and of course the L&LC. If my assumptions
are correct, the defence of the West Lancashire coast was
clearly a matter of holding off defeat. The sand dunes were
fortified and guns were set out on structures in Liverpool
Bay. If this line was breached, a secondary line of defence
was to be established some five miles inland along the line
of the canal. This roughly followed the coastline and Ribble
Estuary as far as the higher ground at Parbold. The canal
does not present a very formidable barrier, but I think the
point was that it provided a definite line.
(Ed. A second possiblity is that Liverpool Docks
were considered vulnerable from the north from an
airbourne army landing on the flat lands of Martin
Mere, just to the north of the canal.)
Defences on the Leeds & Liverpool Canal near
Pilling Lane Bridge, Lydiate
These details are from my memory, having lived
at nearby Lydiate House Farm. Most of the defences
mentioned were on land that we farmed. The disruption
they caused was a point of family conversation, and
crossing the bridge daily on my way to school enables me
to date these works as being mid-1940.
The Bridge, No. 17
The carriageway on the eastern side was restricted by
four brick built road blocks approx 4 feet square and 6
8

The Trenches
Two trenches to the north and south of the bridge had
sandbags along the parapet. By their placing, I think they
would give fire cover to the bridge. They soon collapsed,
not being lined, and were filled in by farm staff. Both trench
sites are now covered by houses.

by a small fence. This again was a serious obstacle to
farm operations. I think it existed for only one or two
years before it fell down. The paradox is that the real pill
boxes were often disguised, here as a cottage, in a barn at
Downholland and in a stable at New Lane, Burscough. The
aim of this exposed structure could only be in the hope that
a pending invasion could be delayed, however slightly.
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We will probably never know exactly
how important these defences were in
the outcome of the war. After Germany
attacked Russia the threat of invasion
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Above: A recently discovered photo of the boat yard,
possibly in the 1920s with two boats under repair.

Left: The canal in Lydiate with a horse-drawn manure
boat.
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‘OUR THOMAS’, A RATHER SPECIAL BOAT
Walter Holden II, late partner W Holden & Sons
Thomas was built for my grandfather, Walter Holden, Eight or nine boats would follow us. She could break ice
at John Harkers, Knottingley, in 1934, to the drawings up to three or four inches in thickness, and you could hear
of my father, Thomas Holden, Her intended role would the ice whistling and cracking half a mile in front, with big
have been towing one or two boats from the Lancashire chunks flying out from her propellor.
Below Leeds she was very fleet footed, one of the few
coalfield to Bankfield Mills at Barnoldswick (now Rolls
Royce). This was the largest single storey weaving shed small barges to keep up with the tugs and petrol tankers.
in Lancashire and had at least four boiler houses, which She had only the smaller six-inch-stroke V engine, yet she
I would have thought would require between 500 to 700 towed as well as others with the eight-inch-stroke due to
tons per week. (Dewhirsts at Skipton burnt 250 tons her shape. When loaded, she could have pushed herself
with one boiler house) During her building, a dispute under at full power. Only a very strong man could shove
at the mill over a penny or twopence an hour resulted her tiller over when towing at full power. When empty or
in a stand-off and the mill closed down - and no work loaded, she could tow a barge as fast as the other boats
for Thomas. This was one of the few times Grandfather solo.
gambled wrongly. Thomas was extremely strongly made,
A notable exploit was her ‘shaming’ of the Aire &
with closer spaced frames than any similar boat. She cost Calder showpiece no expense spared ice breaker Alpha.
about a third more than the Cheshire-built boats. The hull Tremendously strong, with girders down her bows, a
alone cost £1,000.
huge 120 hp Widdop (4 x 30 hp cylinders), engine-room
The envisaged engine (a 42 hp twin Widdop) had to be telegraph type controls and a large prop enclosed in a
cancelled, and the old engine and boiler from her previous protected by iron bar cage. She was newly built to clean
incarnation, Steamer 39, was fitted.
all the ACN waterways. She preceded our Thomas up
Grandad bought two L&L steamers in the 1920s, nos Barnsley Canal from Wakefield. She left the top lock of the
39 and 41, had them cut in two and shortened to short Walton flight almost an hour before my brother Arthur (half
boat length. No 41 was rebuilt during the war and became brother, depicted on the photo steering about 17 years old
steamer Cedric, later MV Cedric, after my next older in 1934. Interestingly, he was the Arthur whom we named
brother. She is buried in the foundations of the defunct the famous Arthur after. A superlative boatman, on joining
arm below Office Lock towards the arches. Incidently, my the Navy he was put to handling the Admirals Barge very
brother Cedric and my eldest brother, Thoams William, shortly after. My second eldest brother, John, brought out
whom the boats were named after, are both living and are of grammar school at 15 years, did five years then joined
both retired headmasters.
Bradford City Police, to become an Inspector. Both are
My father had designed Thomas with a sharper bow sadly now deceased.) After about three or four miles, at
and very fine lines aft which would have given her a draught Royston, they caught up with Alpha who had stopped at
of about 3 feet 2 inches or so. The extra weight of the the lift-up road bridge and could not get going again in
engine and boiler dropped her to about 3 feet 9 inches. A spite of full power and washing water right over the bank
ton of concrete was put in her bows and she finished at 12 from her propellor. Our Arthur pipped his whistle, forged
inches forrard and 3 feet 7 inches aft. The concrete made past them, and broke the ice for the last mile or so to the
her stronger than ever. She also had a mini keel of about loading staithe. I understand the three man crew of Alpha
4 inches which together with her fine lines enabled her were stamping with anger. Thomas’ great handicap was
to head-up into cross-winds when towing empty, around her lovely shape. She could only carry 40 tons at the max
places like East Marton, when other boats were blown guaranteed depth of four feet. My father started negotiating
ashore, due to her grip of the water. On her maiden voyage for the Mersey after the war because she was the best
to Skipton Gasworks, depicted in the well-known picture carrying boat on the canal (52 tons at under four feet).
(Grandfather used this picture on all his letter headings Although she was not as strong or well built as Thomas,
and envelopes). The well-known character, Joe Bridges, Mersey (Arthur
(
) was the better carrying boat.
ran full pelt into Thomas at Snaygill with his Canal
I would think the cost of recovering Thomas would
Transport steel diesel boat and collected a decent sized be prohibitive, yet she has proudly borne the hammering
dent in his bows. He said “I just wanted to see how ’ard of the combined flood power of the Aire and the Calder,
she wor. I didn’t think she wor that ’ard!" Thomas had summer and winter, for 25 years or more, proving her
a bit of black paint missing from her top whisker.
superb build and heritage. Truly a special boat.
Every bad winter from 1934 to 1950, Thomas broke
the ice from Skipton to Bingley, and sometimes to Armley.
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The mills in Barnoldswick to which Thomas was to
have delivered seen here in 1981.

Bread and Butter Pudding with Whisky
Sauce
Marilyn Sumner
1 baguette of stale French bread – crumble
2 cups of liquid – single cream/white wine
1 cup of brown sugar
2 oz melted butter
2 eggs
1 tsp. vanilla essence
0.5 tsp. cinnamon
0.5 tsp. nutmeg
Raisons/sultanas
Combine all the ingredients and pour into a 6 inch
square baking tin. Place in na moderate oven, 160
deg., for 1 hour.

Heritage Boat News
Clitheroe -Yarwoods 1934
After lying unloved for many years at Botany Bay
Chorley, where it served as a children’s playroom, has
suddenly disappeared and is believed to have gone south.
Anybody know where?
Kennet – Yarwoods 1947
Late July as been docked for BW at Worsley to solve a
leak problem and for general maintenance.
Lune – Yarwoods 1933
Has recently been sold (July).
Medlock – (A41 Yarwoods 1933)
Now has the keel Fair Maiden in tow - last seen at
Appley Bridge on the way to Worsley Dry Docks for later
this year.
Nidd – Yarwoods 1934
Still up for sale, lying central France, for 86,000 euros
(approx. £60,000) – details on request.

The
canal
was
breached recently
near Parbold, but is
now back in water.
This old newspaper
photo is of an earlier
breach and shows
how maintenance
boats could be used
to control waterflow.

Sauce (I would double the quantities!)
0.25 cup of whisky
0.75 cup icing sugar
2 oz butter
1 egg yoke
Melt the butter, take off the heat and add the icing
sugar slowly to avoid lumps. Then add the whisky and
egg yolk and serve hot.
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EVENTS & GUIDED WALKS
Tuesday 23rd September
Meet at 10-30 in Morrisons car park at Skipton for
a towpath walk. Organised by the IWA, tel 01257
231861 or 274440

Tuesday 9th December
Meet at 10-30 in lay-by south of Skew Bridge on the
A6 south of Chorley for a towpath walk. Organised
by the IWA, tel 01257 231861 or 274440

Thursday 25th September
Meet at 11.11 at Ince Station (Wigan) for a towpath
walk to Adlington Station. Organised by the Rly &
Canal Hist Soc, tel 01565 654342

Monday 29th December
Walk away that Christmas food! Foulridge - Tunnel
and Reservoirs; meet at the wharf for 12-50 start or
in the Hare & Hounds pub at 12-00.

Sunday 12th October
Meet at 11-00am at Kildwick Warehouse for walk to
Silsden.

Sunday 8th February 2004
Meet at 11-00am at the secoond lock at Blackburn
(Bolton Road) for a walk to Feniscowles.

Tuesday 14th October

Saturday 13th March
Meet at 1-00pm at Parbold Windmill for a walk to
Ring o' Bells.

Meet at 10-30 in the car park of the Travel Lodge,
Queen Victoria Road, Burnley for a towpath walk.
Organised by the IWA, tel 01257 231861 or 274440

Tuesday 20th April
Meet at 1-30pm at Shipley Warehouse for a walk to
Bingley.

Wednesday 29th October
Society members Rog and Stef Lorenz are talking to the
IWA about 'Barging in Ireland'. Boddington's Pavilion,
Bilsborrow, six miles north of Preston. For more details,
tel 01257 231861 or 274440

1st & 2nd May
Possible stand at Skipton Canal Festival. See next
edition for more details.

Thursday 30th October
Meet at 10.30 at Adlington Station for a towpath walk
to Chorley. Organised by the Rly & Canal Hist Soc,
tel 01565 654342

Sunday 13th June
Meet at 1-30pm at Gargrave Higherland Lock for a
walk up the locks to Bank Newton.
Tuesday 3rd August
Meet at 6-30 at Hapton for a walk to Gannow.

Monday 3rd November
A talk on the Douglas Navigation by Mike Clarke for
Ormskirk History Society at Edge Hill College, 7-30

Saturday 9th October
Meet at 1-00pm at Shipley Warehouse for a walk up
the Bradford Canal.

Saturday 8th November
AGM at Free Gardeners WMC, Parker St., Rishton.

Enjoy and discover the canal’s history with other society
members on our approximately 4 mile long walks. There
is usually a pub nearby for lunch or just bring a packed
lunch. We have also arranged two evening walks in
August for those unable to take part at weekends.

Saturday 22nd November
5th Waterways Workshop, at Ellesmere Port, subject
broad northern waterways. Organised by Ray Shill,
tel 0121 784 6875
A Saturday or Sunday in November
The Williamson tunnels in Liverpool. See page 2 for
more details.

For further information about walks contact
Mike Hustler on: 01282 816476

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Marilyn Sumner, 152 Tower Hill Road, Upholland,
Nr. Wigan, WN8 0DT. 01695 632089, email:
MarilynLesley@aol.com
Alan Holden, 48 Marlborough Road, Accrington,
BB5 6AY. 01254 232759
Geoff & Margaret Rothwell, 86 Lower Manor Lane,
Burnley, BB12 0EF. 01282 702249
Isabel Shuttleworth, Southbank, 32 Old Hollins Hill,
Guiseley, LS20 8EW. 01943 873863
Lynton Childs, 16 Lingmoor Drive, Burnley, BB12
8UY. 01282 427950.

President (& Newsletter editor): Mike Clarke, 41
Fountain Street, Accrington, BB5 0QR. 01254 395848,
email: mike.clarke@zen.co.uk
Chairman: David Shuttleworth, Southbank, 32 Old
Hollins Hill, Guiseley, LS20 8EW. 01943 873863
Secretary: Position Vacant, Marilyn Sumner Acting
Secretary
Treasurer: John Stott, 22 Bracken Ghyll Drive,
Silsden, BD20 9QT. 01535 656649
Membership Secretary: Mike Hustler, 10 Meadow
Way, Barnoldswick, BB18 6HP. 01282 816476
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